Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting report 7-7-13
That time of year has arrived once again for all of us. It seems the heat or what heat we may get has begun to build. Its
also that time of year where problems start to pop up. This is also the time you lose the most sleep and deal with the
emergencies while trying not to pull your hair out. It is also the time that we can over manage…. Turfgrass mowed at
such low heights is always a difficult proposition to handle and pushing it through heat and humidity usually results in
problems. It may take some form of trigger for you but at some stage soon, raising the mowing height a touch and
reducing wear and tear from extra rolling and excess topdressing will stop. You know as managers that pushing the turf
hard will result in loss of quality not just on greens but also on collars. Over managing is probably one of the biggest
problems we create for ourselves. Therefore – that extra application of product, that extra roll or mow just for a few
extra inches – is it really worth it? Grass on your greens all year round is a far better sight than not!
In light of the fact this week was a holiday shortened week, I did want to make note of the time of year as most of you
probably all know. During the summer the golf course industry becomes extremely hectic. Its tough on you as managers,
but its also tough on your families – don’t forget to take a moment and get out of the tunnel that is the 6.30 am shotgun
start tomorrow. The pressure you put on yourself to produce championship conditions everyday is probably undue, and
its not the day to day parts that put the course in excellent condition but more a balanced approach early in the year
when grass growth is at its optimum that lays the ground work for the good life during the stress of summer. Sometimes
it pays to step back and smell the roses so to speak.
Climate:
As we change from one month into another, the theme changed slightly as compared to the earlier part of the year with
some increases in temperature. However looking back on the averages for June is of interest (Figure 1). Compared to the
tropical climate found in South Florida the rainfall has not been high. Th eone excpetion is however the northwest side
of the city who suffered extreme rain on June 28th – that alone was almost the equivalent of the average monthly rainfall
in South Florida – it has left some residual problems unfortunatley. Soil has been saturated for a while – not good…
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Figure 1. Average June rain fall for Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (In red) and other locations including North Barrington IL.

Temperature wise, the values were just about average for the month of June, though the low temperature average was
relatively higher at Sunshine Course (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Average high, low and daily average temperatures for June 2013 nat Sunshine Course Lemont IL compared to
30 year average for Chicago IL.
Since entering July we have had for the most part bright sunny days (Figure 3), though I have noticed an increase in
humidity which is to be expected. The high light intensity will push on bentgrass growth and if temperatures would satay
between 75 – 85 we would be all living the good life for the rest of the summer! It must be said however that it has been
a relatively nice summer so far and it would be nice to keep it that way!
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Figure 3. Daily light integral values for July at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb).
Rainfall has continued into the month (Figure 4) and its unrelenting nature has left soil moisture values high and in less
than ideal condition due to reduction of oxygen in moisture filled macropores. Volumetric soil moisture content has
been sitting between 20 and 35% for many people this week. This combined with higher temperatures leads to
problems with suffocation of roots and yet again I will say – vent and vent some more. It is now where Poa annua will
start to feel pressure and so start to manage accordingly to take this into account, whether it means backing off a little
on rolling or double cutting it, and particularly take this into consideration when looking at your collars which are a
perennial problem for many guys. Its an interesting dynamic, guys with larger collars seem in general to be in better
shape.
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Figure 4. Rainfall for July 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL.
Temperatures have not shown any extreme variability this week other than there has been an increase! (Figure 5). The
weather however does not look like it will get out of hand with temperatures currently forecasted to stay in the mid 80’s
and even drop into the high 70’s through late next week – if that occurs we should all be very happy! However do notice
that the soil temperatures have started to sit in the low 70’s and we do not want that to push any higher combined with
the moisture we have been receiving.
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Figure 5. Average daily temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL
We are adding in data on humidity this week as we go into the high disease pressure part of the season. The data we are
portraying here is relative humidity. This data is a measure of the amount of moisture in the air compared to what the
air can "hold" at that temperature. When the air can't "hold" all the moisture, then it condenses as dew. The closer to
100% we are the, the greater the opportunity there is for incidences of leaf wetness – and as we know extended periods
of leaf wetness leads to higher disease pressure. This week at sunshine course the average values have been high (>80%)
(Figure 6) and there have been periods within the day where the measured values have been at 100%.
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Figure 6. Average daily humidity at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL in July 2013
Dollar spot has been going crazy (Picture 1) as our picture shows from some of the research trials – and yes – the
product is on the left, untreated control on the right!
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Picture 1. Successful Dollar spot control trials at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL
Disease:
As indicated above dollar spot has been running rampant on untreated areas, regardless whether it is rough, fairway,
tees or greens height turf. If you are on a curative program due to budget issues – it is now time to get it under control.
Fairy ring has started to show up in low nitrogen fairways (Picture 2) and will continue to show up – maintain the
wetting agent applications and ensure sufficient N.

Picture 2. Type 2 fairy ring on a low nitrogen input fairway on a Chicago area golf course.

Some reports of pythium have come in but it looks like the change in temperatures has helped to reign in the problem.
Insects:
Following on from the statement last week I made regarding BTA adults – larvae were also spotted this week and so
most managers should be out scouting for the problem this coming week! Curative applications of trichlorfon or carbaryl
may help the issue if you did not make a preventative application for grubs earlier in the year. No further reports of
Japanese beetle have come in.

Problem!
!

Credit. T White 7/3/13
Picture 3. Small white grubs of black turfgrass ataenius under turf spotted this week on a Chicago area golf course.
Weeds:
If you didn’t make any pre emergent applications for crabgrass, you should have seen it this week – the light green color
will continue to grow and dominate your turf if you don’t control it. Once temperatures cool below 50 °F you will be left
with bare areas and a continuous battle to try and get turf cover back in.
No reports have come in of goosegrass Eleusine indica emergence as of yet though I suspect that southern
superintendents are dealing with some emergence as of right now.
Management strategies:
This week it struck me as to how many people correctly answered the picture of the week. The ‘D’ shaped hole is a key
diagnostic characteristic of the Emerald Ash Borer. This might be preaching to the choir but as you know Emerald Ash
Borer is cutting through ash trees like a hot knife through butter. The issue for many of you includes cost, safety,
playability and success of treatments. Products are available to treat the problem however you must be judicious and
timely with the treatments. If you have not treated this year and you think a tree is struggling – then it may be too late.
If the tree is in a location impacting play then talk to the committee about how to replace it ensuring a native tree like
Oak Quercus sp. or a Hickory species Carya is going back in its place. The native trees might be slower growing but
generally they are more durable and will provide with time a fine specimen tree. The safety of players is the driving
factor for the removal but if the tree is in good health currently and impacts shot making on a hole then consider
treating it going forward, while also thinking about growing a replacement tree.

Research update:
Our annual plant trials under the direction of Greg Stack and the University of Illinois are underway and if anyone has
questions or wants to take a look at something please don’t hesitate to contact Greg at gstack@illinois.edu.
The season of field days has begun – I will attend the field day at Purdue University to gain knowledge on their product
testing and while some superintendents may think that these days offer little value – they are actually crucial. Unless
you attend these product demonstration/testing days how can you see whether or not a product works and also find out
why the product succeeded/failed. The eye is very hard to deceive! Companies also visit the field days as they need to
see whether their products are succeeding and they understand that there is a need to have the products discussed so
the aim of everyone should be to attend one field day per year.
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FINALLY!!
Our pic of the week this week had a huge amount of responses as I have noted already and so if you answered emerald
ash borer then you are indeed correct. I have gone to a top 10 format for the table so keep getting those answers
correct to get onto the table.
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What caused this pic which we snapped at Cog Hill this week – I will be surprised if many get this! Answers to
enangle@cdga.org
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Southern Illinois Superintendents will also find Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent bi weekly report is in the link below dated 618-13.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update06_18_13.cfm.

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org

